
 AT-4 SPEAKER SELECTOR WITH AUTOMATIC LOAD PROTECTION

Your AT-4 Speaker Selector allows simultaneous operation of up to 4 pairs of 8 and 16 Ohm speakers. 
Automatic load protection circuits assure that the amplifier will always "see" a load of 4 Ohms or higher, no matter 
what combination of speakers is turned on.

The built-in protection circuit operates with switch pairs, permitting hookup choices for maximum power to 
your most frequently used speakers (up to 2 pairs). More information can be found under INSTALLATION  below.

The left and right channels are completely separate to assure safe operation with any type of amplifier, 
including those with isolated grounds (bridging outputs).

Other AT-4 features include power handling capability of up to 40 Watts RMS continuous (120 Watts audio) 
power, and push to connect rear panel terminals with large openings to handle up to 3/16" diameter wire.

Your AT-4 also comes with our THERMO-TEK CIRCUIT PROTECTION, which is a carefully crafted, ultra safe 
protection circuit. The circuit is sonically transparent and insertion is less than 50 milliohms. This circuit features a 
protectant soft reset. To reset, correct the faulty condition, or if due to overpowering, the volume control should be 
turned down and the unit allowed to cool.

INSTALLATION

If advantageous to do so, choose which speakers you wish to operate at highest power according to the 
following information

Speaker selector switch "pairs" are used to switch 4 Ohm resistors in the circuit when both switches are ON 
at the same time. #1 and #2 switches are one pair, and #3 and #4 are the other. If 1 & 3, 1&4, 2&3, or 2&4 are the 
only switches "ON", no resistor is inserted in the circuit so the full amplifier output is coupled to the selected 
speakers. When any additional speakers are turned on, resistance is inserted in series with them in order to keep the 
amplifier load at 4 Ohms or higher. Coupling to any speaker is always direct when only one switch is "ON". 

Inputs are provided for two amplifiers, AMP A and amp B. The selector switch on the front panel directs the 
chosen amplifier to all outputs. Determine which of the two amplifiers you wish to wire to A and B, or if only one 
amplifier is used, connect it to the AMP A input. To make connection, strip about 1/4" of insulation from the wire  
end, twist any loose strands together tightly so  that no loose ends stick out  to cause problems with short circuits. 
Make the connection by inserting the wire end into the wire hole and tighten the retaining screw. Make sure the metal 
conductor contacts the stripped part of the wire, not the insulation, and that there are no loose strands to cause 
possible short circuits.  Observe polarity when making connections, making sure + goes to +, - to -. and that the 
channels are not crossed. Improper connections can cause the system to be inoperative, or less than optimum 
sonically (note that the INPUT connector blocks are green and the OUTPUT connector blocks are black). Following the 
same precautions, connect the speaker wires to the appropriate AT-4 terminals marked "SPEAKERS". 

OPERATION

The AT-4 rubber feet provide a non-marring, stable mount to permit convenient placement. Allow room for 
adequate ventilation around the switchbox, as it can become quite warm if operating at high power with the protective 
resistors switched in. Do not place on surfaces easily damaged by heat.

CAUTION: Do not apply audio power in excess of 100 Watts per channel when the internal impedance 
matching resistors are switched in! Damage to components caused by excessive power application is not covered by 
warranty.
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WARRANTY:

     Your AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY   AT-4 Speaker Selector Switch is covered by a LIFETIME 
warranty against any defects in workmanship and materials.  Any defects will be remedied without charge 
for labor or parts.  

     Damage incurred by shipping or accident is not considered to be a defect, and not covered by this 
warranty. AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY,   is not responsible for defective operation caused by abuse or by 
modification or service by any unauthorized person or agency. 

     The unit must be properly installed and operated according to instructions for the warranty to apply.  
Any necessary servicing must be done by AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY.   The product must be returned 
expenses prepaid, with written authorization from the company.  The product must be shipped with the 
proof of purchase and in the original carton and packing material to avoid damage.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights.  You may have other rights which vary from state to state. 

AUDIOPLEX TECHNOLOGY
404 GWH, P.O. BOX 440

MELVIN VILLAGE, N.H. 03850
1-800-257-2077  IN N.H. 1-603-544-8601

FAX: 1-603-544-8901
sales @audioplex.com
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